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SUCCESSFULLY MARKET & SELL
Their Patented Inventions
Patent to Market
Success
The Step-by-Step Guide to
Cashing in on Your Patent

T

his book is for Inventors,
Entrepreneurs, & Business owners
who have filed a patent for their
product idea. The premise is that people
obtain patents on their inventions and
are then stuck on what to do next.
Created from practical experience as
well as new research in the fields of
licensing, retailing, and marketing,
Patent to Market Success is a detailed
guidebook to turn a patented idea into a
commercially viable product.
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“Patent To Market Success by Matthew Yubas is a comprehensive guide to the
process that covers product invention, prototyping, selling and licensing patents,
planning, manufacturing, marketing, and launching a product. Whew! There’s a lot
in this book, but it is laid out clearly with helpful appendices to assist in writing plans
and running numbers. Written by an engineer, entrepreneur, and start-up consultant
who can write clear prose that is refreshingly free of hype.”
— ForeWord Magazine – March 2010

“Patent to Market Success contains detailed and key information to actually profit
from your patent. Read it, follow it, and profit. It’s that easy.”
— Douglas Rook, Inventors Forum Board of Directors

“Patent to Market Success helps patentees bring their ideas to market. Anyone
looking to turn a good idea into a profit needs this book.”
— Howard M. Cohn, Patent & Trademark Attorney

“Matthew Yubas has done it again. Even as a patent attorney,
this book was an eye-opener. I can’t wait to share it with my clients!”
— Susanne M. Moore, Patent Attorney
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